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“Because we don’t know when we will die
We get to think of life as an inexhaustible well
Yet everything happens only a certain number of times
And a very small number, really
How many more times will you remember a certain afternoon of your childhood
Some afternoon that is so deeply a part of your being that you can’t even conceive
your life without it?
Perhaps four or five times more
Perhaps not even that
How many more times will you watch the full moon rise?
Perhaps twenty, and yet it all seems limitless”

- Ryuichi Sakamoto, fullmoon [async]

Thesis Statement:
We live in an era of contradiction: the order of the external
world always stands in an ambiguous relationship to individual autonomy. In this time of high industrialization and fast
paced efficiency, the development of technology has not
only greatly reduced the distance between space and time,
but also causes the over-coupling effect in social division:
institutions are formed with a dangerously strong and stable dependence on each other. This excessive reliance on
one another weakens their independence and resilience.
Meanwhile, in this hyper-connected society, access to instant
satisfaction through consumption and fragmented entertainment is the norm. Similar to the second law of thermodynamics, entropy increases and only increases: In an age
of addiction to instant gratification, people’s lives suspend
through this dynamic and constantly accelerating world.
City dwellers used to adapt to this liquid and flexible world:
drawn to identity-makers and to groups that help them define “self,” - using others to fill out our identities too much,
rather than relying on something internal. People should be
able to survive in moments that feel meaningless, without external support. Life is defined by ephemerality, and interpersonal bonds are fragile; all of us experience feelings of fear,
confusion and aimlessness due to lack of belonging. On the
other hand, along with the uprising of meditation therapy
and retreat journeys in recent years, people seem to be

more interested in exploring ways to concentrate on the
self more fully. Apart from much discussed visits to “nature”,
the true possibility of having solitary moments in urban life
is offered by public spaces such as galleries, libraries and
chapels. All these programs, which have the benefit of maintaining collective order and enabling personal exploration,
help individuals to create a bubble of anonymity surrounding themselves.
With a clearheaded view on human life’s limitation and purposelessness, while most designs are aimed against isolation and create communal or shared space, this thesis
seeks to have a conversation about how best to solve people’s loneliness. By adapting and reusing the abandoned
Brooklyn Bridge’s Anchorage, this intervention will offer different degrees and quality of solitude while making peace
with our own psyche. In this age of pandemic, it will be a
chance to escape the noise and bustle of the city and be
alone for some time. The footings of the bridge will stand
as a tool for both reconnecting and improving the resilience of the built environments, and supporting autonomy
in public urban life.
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I.
Research & Introduction:

Prologue: the contradiction and confusion.

"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times."

“Her, 2013”

- Charles Dickens
The ever-changing era we are in: on one hand, it
looks better than the past, the future is bound to be
better than the present, whether it is politics or economy, it is constantly improving; on the other hand, it
is full of contradiction and confusion.

“Black Mirror, S3, 2016”

Under high industrialization circumstance: the process of development tending to a constant and
relentless acceleration. Under the high-speed operation mechanism of “modernization”, overloaded
information and consumer culture has deprived
the public of time and personal value, and people’s
uneasiness has been continuously deepened.
The unreliability of status, rights and livelihoods, the
continuing uncertainty of their future, the insecurities
of people’s bodies, property, and communities are
all pains that are perceived in modern life.
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“Her, 2013”

“Black Mirror, S3, 2016”
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“Liquid Modernity”:
I. “Liquification”: overwhelmed by freedom
a. “Melting of solid”

II. Individualized Society:
a. corrosion & disintegration of citizenship

“

the process of “liquification” is the power of melting.
The first and foremost point is shedding the ‘irrelevant’ obligations standing in the way of rational calculation of effects; it create a new order while melting
the traditional customary rights and obligations.

Modernity fully unfolds the instability of the world,
opens up the possibility of reshaping everything, and
makes human nature give way to the expression of individual characteristics, and after the decline of team
consciousness, it becomes a substitute.

“
b. Dissolution & Suspend the limitation
This city has no solid moment. The present is constructed by the fragments of past. Objects from
different time exist simultaneously in space and dissolve constantly.
When the old order was disintegrated and the new
order was attempted to be established, unprecedented freedom was formed with unprecedented
powerlessness together.
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“

“

Individuals complete their tasks and are responsible
for their actions. In short, individualization exists in
autonomy: exercises their rights within the scope of
the law.

“
“

b. awareness of self-identification

“

There is no role model anymore and no need responsible for others or groups. Everyone is an independent individual. When one choose to learn from anther individuals, you are responsible for your own trust
instead of being responsible for others or groups.
Individualization becomes a fate rather than a choice.

“
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II. Individualized Society:

III. “public sphere and private sphere:

c. Freedom of identities.

The expansion of public space: democratization

Definition:

“

“Individual of society”: represents the individuals
involved in persistent social interaction.
“Social identity”:the identity defined by the involved
interaction in society (e.g. occupation, social status
and self recognized identity.

Meanwhile, the expansion of public space means that
the definition of public space no longer refers only to
physical space, and the virtual platform has also become an extension of the definition of public space.
Internet has opened up new public spaces. Most of
the offline public spaces have been transformed into
physical consumption spaces. These individuals’ daily
dependence and time-consuming spaces are flooded with daily affairs and intimacies.

“Pre-allocated identity”: the social stratum / estate
that born with or inherited belonging.
As for individual, ‘Liquid Modernity’ means, the
social identities of individuals in the society is not
pre-allocated anymore.
Because the newly acquired identity will soon be
torn or melted by the constantly flowing society of
“hustle and bustle”. Therefore, in a liquid modern
society, there is no stability or reference point for
self-identification.
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“

Due to the detailed division of labor in modern
countries, private life is not separated from public life
anymore, people focus too much on their private life,
and society is becoming more and more individualized center.

“

Public space is no longer just a place to discuss public affairs, and reserved for the glitterati have been
democratized.

“

“

“
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VI. Surplus of identity: impossibility of ever being gratified
a. Infinity of chances & Transient

“Slash ”: A Person who has Multiple Careers

“short term”

In order to adapt the infinity of possibilities, the
mobility and the flexibility of identification becomes the character of modernity. The dilemma of
contemporary people is: not how to find an identity
belonging to a certain social class or category and
get recognition from people around them, but to
remain alert to the fluidity of identity.
The constant estates came to be replaced by ‘class’.
Unlike estates, ‘class’ had to be joined and membership had to be continuously renewed.The best
strategy for life becomes not to cultivate constant
habits and loyalty to the collective. Not subject to
long-term constraints.

“

Slash, from the book “One Person / Multiple Careers”
written by the New York Times columnist Marci Alboher,
refers to a group of people who no longer satisfy the
“one-career” lifestyle, but choose multiple lives with multiple occupations and identities.”

“
“choice of goals”

“

“

Daily job / Youtuber / Photographer / Uber driver / Stand up Comedian...

“infinite chances, freedom to become anybody”

b. “Tinkering”: non-stopped pursuing

“

“

“
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“
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Present Situation:
V. Technology and instant gratification

V. Technology and instant gratification

Overwhelmed by fast solution VS limitation of time and vitality.

Does all the solution, all the choices, do they make everyone happier?

What defined us is how we spent our times:
We have hundreds of choices of how we spent our time and how fast we can get we want.

Since digital media occupied most of our time, it is easy to drown in the ocean of instant choices.

1.

2.

The upper chart 1 and 2 show both the
monthly active users for each platform

The chart 3 plots the average amount of time that people

these digital media are increasing.

media more heavily is correlated with less satisfaction.

since 2005 and daily hours spent with
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3.

spend on social media each day. People who using social
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Present Situation:
Loneliness Epidemic?

Individual aspect:

Feel alone

Living alone:

1.

Living alone and prosperity:

Declined work loyalty and marriage rate:

2.

4.

3.

5.

Mental Disorder:

6.

8.

In the top bar chart here we show a breakdown of self-reported loneliness by age
group.

Many people tend to associate loneliness

with older age, so this pattern might seem

surprising. But surveys from several other rich
countries have found the same. In England,
Japan and the US, young adults also report

feeling lonely more often than older adults.
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The 2-5 charts show that the trend of

rising single-person households extends
across all world regions. There are large

differences between countries. Additionally, People are more likely to live alone
in rich countries

7.

The chart 6 and 7 displays that both work loyalty

The chart 8-9 indicate the mental problem became the

1990 - 2017. Employees most likely to chanege

Anxiety Disoder in each age group are all raising during

and marriage rate in US declined rapidly from
their jobs in their first or second work year.

9.

dominat issue in the modern society, and also showed the
2007 to 2017. The number of Anxiety and Depression even
more than substance use disorder.
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What’s the possible solution?
Contradiction among various solution.
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Popular cases in architecture: together / shared spaces

Self-enactment:restrain and minimalism:

Alvenaria Social Housing, Fala Atelier

Absalon, Solutions, 1992, Video, color, sound | 7:30

Soft City: Building Density for Everyday Life, David,S, 2019

Absalon, Exposition at Tel Aviv Museum of Art
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What’s the possible solution?
Dimensionality reduction:

What kind of solitude?

Based on the situation of this crowed / wealth of information and / fast paced world, in order to let people
not be kidnapped by identity anxiety and make it easier to choose, this thesis will discuss the possibilities of
‘dimensionality reduction’ in city.
. Reduce the received amount of information
. Reduce the transmission of information
. Reduce the moving speed

Each of us once entered a very focused state at a certain moment.
In this state, you may deal with a math problem, you may be reading a book, you may appreciate artworks , or you may be playing a
new game on your mobile phone.
“Anastassia, 2019”

The form of this state is different, but the core is relatively similar,
that is, we have a state of independent thinking at this moment.
Mihály Csíkszentmihályi proposed a word to describe this state in
1975, which is “Mental Flow”.
At this moment, we create a solitude space for ourselves in our
minds, so that we can be efficient and free to think about it. At this
moment, we are euphoria.
What I hope to do is use the surrounding environment to help
everyone more easily achieve such a familiar state. In metropolis,
because of the large visitor flow rate and dense population, people have little chance of knowing each other, so in such an anonymous state, it may be easier to reduce interference and get into
productive solitude state.

Productive Scenario in daily life:
Work | Study | Create | Solve | Absorb | Reflect
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Sense and Space:
What scene provide high productive solitude experience?
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Scenario:

Scene:

Physical:

Mental:

Work:

Office
Coffee shop
Studio

Private Space
Quiet

Concentrate
Safe

Study:

Library
Studio
Home
Private Room

Private Space
Quiet
Enclose

Concentrate
Safe

Create:

Studio
Office
School
Gallery

Privete Space
Surrond
Collaborative
Enclose

Concentrate
Safe
Pleasure
Relax

Absorb:

Library
Museum

Quiet
Surround

Pleasure
Relax
Peace

Reflect:

Chapel

Alone

Peace
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Precedent : Atomphere & Lighting
What is the character of spaces make people enjoy solitude moment?
A House for the Mind | Dom Hans van der Laan (1970) : Art of Efflotlessness, Nature Material·
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The Abbey of Our Lady of Nový Dvůr | John Pawson : Pure, Atmosphere
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II.
Site Overview:

Site Overview:
Site History

Arcades of arched construction, with exterior faces of rusticated stonework trimmed
with voussoirs of contrasting stone, run
longitudinally under the floor of the long
approaches landside of both anchorages.
Here, John Roebling devised income-producing interior spaces intended for hous
ing, shops, or offices within the arch blocks.

Today, mostly vacant, all are under rehabilitation, managed by a collaboration of state
and federal agencies, after vault cracking
discovered in 2010 affected installation
of a remote monitoring system. Fiber-optic sensors tracked structural movement,
vibrations, and thermal data, after which a
safety program was initiated. (Alice, 2019)

The Brooklyn Bridge is one of the oldest suspension bridges in the United States. It started construction in 1869 and was completed fourteen
years later in 1883. It connects the New York City
boroughs of Manhattan and Brooklyn by spanning
the East River. With a main span of 1,595.5 feet
(486.3 m), it was the longest suspension bridge in
the world from its opening until 1903, and the first
steel-wire suspension bridge.
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Site Overview:

ramp J

dis
Ma

ramp E
ramp D

Park Ro
w

rth
o
N

Manhattan

on
St.

Site context.

Avenue

Robert F. Wagner St.

of the F
inest
ramp H

ramp E

ramp D

ramp A

Franfort St.

Dover

Peral St.

se
Ro

ramp A

Gold St.
St.

+ Site:

St.

Site: Brooklyn Bridge Anchorage (Manhattan side) :

Brooklyn

Park Row Struture
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Arch Block E

Rose Street
Arch

Anchorage B,C & D located
in Manhattan side of Brooklyn
Bridge, it is the middle part of
the whole anchorage system.

Arch Block D

Vandewater

Arch block C

Cliff Street

Arch Block B

Pearl Street

Arch Block A
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Site Overview:
Site Journey narrative

Rose
St.

gradient:

path:

[1]
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[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
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Site Analysis
Site context.
The Brooklyn Bridge anchorage in
Manhattam side, it has been municipal storage in the past.
It was first constructed in 1876, during
World War I and in light of the Prohibition, the vaults were closed and re-purposed for non-alcoholic storage. They
lay dormant for almost two decades
until 1934.
“The arches located closer to the foot
of the bridge, were rented out as
storage space holding wine, champange and liqueurs, champagne and
liqueurs, as well as newspapers from
the Evening World and produce from
the Fulton Fish Market. Year round,
the alcohol was kept in the stable
temperatures afforded by the Brooklyn
Bridge vaults and the rent collected
helped offset the cost of constructing
the bridge.”

The upper level of anchorage:
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- Michelle Young, 2017
Side rooms along with train tracks:
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Site Analysis
Historical Events Timeline

1989,
Art in the Anchorage
Halloween Party
1985,
Art in the Anchorage
graffiti artist CRASH
duets and solos

1883,
champagne vaults
open to public

1987,
Art in the Anchorage
Eclectic Array Artwork
Exhibition
and performance

1989,
Art in the Anchorage
Exploration Exhibition

1991,
Art in the Anchorage
Multimedia performance

1992,
Art in the Anchorage
Exhibition
1983,
Art in the Anchorage
Installation and events
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1986,
Art in the Anchorage
Memory Theatre of
Giulio Camillo

1988,
Art in the Anchorage
Multimedia performance

1990,
Art in the Anchorage
Exhibition

Stanley Greenberg
“invisible New York”
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1996,
Art in the Anchorage
Hip-hop musical event

1996,
J.G. Thirwell Live
Performs live
1993,
Elizabeth Streb
Choreographer dance
Performance

1995,
Art in the Anchorage
Visual Arts
Performance

1994,
Ann Carlson
Large-scale
Performance
1995
Art in the Anchorage
“Virtual Installation”
- 38

1996,
Art in the
Anchorage
Immense
physicality
Exhibition

1997,
Art in the
Anchorage
Annual Music
Extravaganza
Performance

2000,
Art in the Anchorage
Musical Event
1999,
Art in the Anchorage
Fashion Exhibition

1998,
Art in the Anchorage
Multimedia Exhibition
Performance Arts
1997
Art in the Anchorage
“Virtual Installation”

2001,
Art in the Anchorage
Musical offshoot

2000,
Art in the Anchorage
NOISEGATE
Multimedia Exhibition

2011,
Paul Fitzpatrick
Posted photos
2001,
Art in the Anchorage
Massless Medium
Exhibition
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III.
Program:

Design Concept: A Tool to enhance the solitude experience.
+ Site Plan:

rth

No

+ Different degrees of solitude experience
Sequence:
I. Library:
-Connect to Knowledge,
-Solitude experience through layout
II. Gallery / Museum:
-Connect to emotion,
-Solitude experience through circulation

Arch D

- 42

Arch C

Arch B

III. Chapel:
-Connect to self awareness,
-Solitude experience through order
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Precedent : Architecture
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Refurbishment Viaduct Arches | EM2N,2015

Vault House / Johnston Marklee | Johnston Marklee, 2013

Infrastructure reuse to public space, connect to urban system.

Positive and Negative space
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Precedent : Texture
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Pao as a Dwelling of Tokyo’s Nomad Woman | Toyo Ito

Louvre Lens | SANAA

Fragmentation, light structure.

Reflective (polished aluminum) VS Transparent (Glass)
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Presedent : Narrative
Cloudscapes | Transsolar & Tetsuo Kondo Architects
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Artist | Richard Serra & James Turrell
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Superposition:
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IV.
Design Proposal:

Program process:

+ Anchorage:

+ Typology:

+ Key works:
Fragment / Pods:

Protected

Library (Arch D)

Cave:

Curve / Againt:

Directed
2F:

Gallery / Museum (Arch C)

Pathway

Focus

Ordered:
Chapel (Arch B)
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+Mental state:

Tunnel
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Floor Plan:
rth

No

7.
1.
6.

10.

4.
5.

II. Library
4. Enter lobby
5. Big pod unit: (people can lay down)
6. Small pol unit (peopel can sit)
7. Unisex restroom
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2.

8.

9.

12.
11.

3.

14.

16.
13.

15.

17.

I. Main Entrance

III. Gallery

IV. Sub-Entrance

V. Chapel

1. Tickets and coat checking
2. Waiting area
3. Enter tunnal

8. Art piceces display spot
9. Translucent display wall
10. Reflective display wall
11. Second floor pathway

12. Conecct tunnal
13. Couryard

14. Enter corridor
15. Nave
16. Singel Self-reflect room
17. Transition room and restroom
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North Elevation (Chapel entrance):
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Renderings: Library
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Renderings: Library
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Renderings: Gallery
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Renderings: Gallery
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Renderings: Chapel
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Renderings: Chapel
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Renderings: Chapel
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Exploded Axonometric :
Second Floor of Gallery
Self-reflect Room in Chapel
Curve Panel in First Floor of Gallery
Wood Installation of Library
Sub - Entrance
Main Entrance

Existing Anchorage Facade

Existing Bridge Structure
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Epilogue:

“Interruption, incoherence, surprise are the
ordinary conditions of our life. They have even
become real needs for many people, whose
minds are no longer fed. By anything but sudden
changes and constantly renewed stimuli. We can
no longer bear anything that lasts. We no longer
know how to make boredom bear fruit”
-Paul Valery

The whole research started from the my observation
of our daily life: washed over by overwhelming information.I suppose most people are struggling with this
situation.
The challenging part is that I started from sociological theory, which I am not familiar with to identify a
specific psychological (focus / concentrate) state and
then transfer the theoretical solution to a design proposal. It is a very different approach compare to my
previous projects, and it focuses beyond site history
and context. It is a tool to help individual to explore
perceptions.
The design proposal is inspired by lighting Artists
James Turrell and Robert Irwin who created a physical
presence of light to manifest in sensory form, and Architects Peter Zumthor and John Pawson, who utilized
the subtle contrast in space proportion and materials
in their work.
Trying to use the visual surrounding and the texture
contrast between the existing structure and intervention to help visitors to achieve such a pleasure and
solitude moment more easily.
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The world is ever-changing, the space and time are infinite, but life has its limitations.
When we are keen to live in a big city to enjoy its convenience and resources, we may overlook the other
side: to maintain its vitality, big cities like New York, their
citizens have overwhelming opportunities and choices.
These choices often make us lost.
In a awe of the landmark site, I tried to modify the original building as little as possible, to use different keywords to identify the design process, and to try to create
a slow-paced, dimensionality-reducing space. In order
to provide a productive solitude experience, all the programs start from the opposite way of communication,
and in the meanwhile to avoid contact between visitors
as much as possible.
The name of the project, Re-connect, may sound
paradoxical when the essence of it is to cut connections. The logical behind is that we have to reduce
our connections to the world in order to reconnect to
ourselves, to our inner soul, to the true self, to who we
really are if there is one.
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